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ERIK ERIKSON'S
THEORY OF IDENTITY
DEVELOPMENT

Erik H. Erikson's (1902-1994) theory reflects in part bis psychoanalytic training, but
, it embracessociety's influence and the socialaspectsof development to a much larger exrefit than did Freud's. With little more than a German high school education, Erikson attended art schoolsand traveled in ltaly, apparently in searchof 4is own identity. Erikson's
later writing popularized the concept of "identity," and he applied it especiallyto the period of adolescence.After Erikson returned to Germany,where he studied art and prepared
to teachart, he was offered a teaching position in a private school in Vienna that servedthe
children of patients of Sigmund and Anna Freud. Peter Blos, a friend of Erikson from the
rime they attended the Gymnasium together, also worked asa teacherin the same school
and it was Blos's idea to offer Erikson the position. During bis tenure asa teacher,Erikson
was invited to undergo psychoanalysiswith Anna Freud, and during this processbis interest expanded from art and teaching to also include the study of psychoanalysis.While in
Vienna, he also studied Montessori education, which later influenced bis psychoanalytic
studies, such as the organization of abjects in space.Erikson graduated from the Vienna
Psychoanalyticlnstitute in 1933 as a lay analyst since he held no medical or academicdegrees. Later that year,he immigrated to the United Statesand becameassociatedwith the
Harvard PsychologicalClinic.
Erikson bas published extensively,bis best known and most widely read book being
Chitdhoodand Society,
published in 1950 and revised in 1963. Of particular significanceto
an understanding of adolescenceis bis ldentity: Youthand Crisis (1968). Erikson's more recent book, The LifeCycleCompteted
(1982), encompassesan integration of much of bis earlier work, but with the explicit purpose of exploring development by beginning with old
age and to make senseof the "completed life cycle." He also explained that the new organization reflectsbis view that, becauseaIl stagesgrow out of previous stages,tracing the antecedentsbackward would highlight theserelationships.The idea of identity formation bas
remained the focus of much of bis work and appearsin other book titles, such as ldentity
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and the Life Cycle(1959). ln addition, he has examined the identity issueof historical figures, such as Martin Luther (1962), Mahatma Gandhi (1969), and Thomas Jefferson. ln
these psycho-historicalstudies he is concernedwith the identity crisis of eachof these men
as weIl as with the respectivenational identity issuesat the cime of their most notable contributions. Revealing his basic philosophy,he maintains chatone cannotseparate"the idencity crisis in individuallife and contemporarycrisis in historical developmentbecausethe
two help to define eachother and are truly relative to eachother" (Erikson, 1968: 23). The
ward crisis,as Erikson usesit, is not just an emotional turmoil or emergency;it also has(as
it does in Chinese),the meaning of "opportunity," an idea chat is essentialto an understanding of the ward crisisas Erikson seesit. Erikson has also written about his own identiry crisis asweIl as the philosophical and psychoanalyticfoundation of the concept in "Autobiog;raphicNotes on the Identity Crisis" (1970).
ln his famouschapter, "Eight Stagesof Man," Erikson (1950) modifies and expandsthe
Freudian stagesof psychosexualdevelopment by placing much greateremphasison the social context of development. Erikson also is the first persanwho proposesa life-span theory
of development chat encompasses
the entire life cycle. His modifications were inspired by
anthropological findings and a concernwith the social origins of these stages,which contribute to a shift from the sexualnature of man to a theory of psychosocialdevelopment.
The cote concept in this theory is the acquisition of an ego-identity, and the exploration of
identity issuesbecomesthe outstanding characteristicof adolescence.Although the specific
quality of a person'sidentity differs from culture to culture, the accomplishmentof this developmental task has common elements in ail cultures. The establishmentof a cruesenseof
a personal identity is the psychological connection berweenchildhood and adulthood. ln
order to acquire a strong and healthy ego-identity, the child musc receive consistent and
meaningful recognition for his or her achievementsand accomplishments.
Humans developaccording to the ePigenetic
princip/eof deve/opment,
borrowed from embryology, which states "chat anything chat grows has a ground plan, and chat out of this
ground plan the parts arise, eachpart having its cime of special ascendancy,until ail parts
have risen to form a functional whole" (Erikson, 1968: 92). Epigenesis,for Erikson (1982:
28) involves much more chana sequenceof stages:"It also determines certain laws in the
fundamental relations of the growing parts to eachother. ..." Every element musc arise at
the appropriate cime; the failure to do so will jeopardize the developmentof "a succession
of potentials for significant interaction" with significant others and the "mores that govern
them." Unless normal developmentcakesplace, the individual cannot grow inca a psychologically healthy persan. Obviously, the significant others and the individual interact, so
the ongoing processis mutual and reciprocal. ln other words, the epigenic plan which arises
from within the human organismis supported (or interfered with) by socialdemands.It basically identifies the developmental interaction betweenmaturational advancesand the social expectations made upon the child. For example, at about age 2-3 the social demand
placed upon children to control elimination (an issue in the autonomy stage)dovetails with
the child's maturational ability to exercisethe necessarysphincter contrai. Furthermore,
everystage is related developmentally to every other stage,"whether in the form of an earlier condition or of a lacerconsequence"(Erikson, 1982: 61).
ln the epigenic model (Figure 3.1), the basic ground plan of increasing psychosocial
differentiation is depicted. The diagonal axis, beginning with "Trust Ys. Mistrust," shows
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the developmental sequenceof the well-known eight stagesof man. Movement upward
along the diagonal axis representsnormal developmentand showsthe successivedifferentiation of the original undifferentiated structure, and thus representsincreasinglymore mature levels of functioning. This diagram demonstratesthat:
1. Each item of the vital personality is systematically related to aIl others; theyall
depend on the proper development in the proper sequenceof eachitem.
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2. "Each item exists in some form before 'its' decisive and critical time normatif
arrives" (Erikson, 1968: 93, 95). Thus, the horizontal and the vertical axes
entries in Figure 3.1 identify how earlier development contributes to identity
in adolescence.
Eachof the eight developmental stagesis characterizedby a conflict, and eachconflict
contains the possibility of bipolar outcomes. Erikson suggeststhat the individual must actually experienceboth sidesof the conflict and must learn to subsumethem into higher synthesis. This bipolar nature of the socialcrisis gives eachstageits name,rather than the body
zone that gives pleasureas in Freudian theory. If the conflict is worked out in a constructive, satisfactorymanner,the syntonic or positive quality becomesthe more dominant part
of the ego and enhancesfurther healthy development through the subsequentstages.For
Erikson, the growth of a positive self-conceptis directif linked to the psychosocialstage
resolution that constitutes the core of bis theory. However, if the conflict persists past its
rime, or is resolvedunsatisfactorily,the dystonic or negative quality is incorporated into the
personality structure. ln that case,the dystonic or negativeattribute will interfere with further development and may manifest itself in impaired self-concept,adjustment problems,
and possibly,psychopathology.
Erikson (1982) substitutes the terms syntonicand dystonicfor initially used terms positiveand negative,
but they will be usedinterchangeably.The readershould bearin mind chat
Erikson emphasizesthe necessityand healthinessof an individual actually having both syntonic and dystonic reactionsdepending on the situation. For example,a personwalking the
streets in the clarkof any major U .S. city willmQre likely avoid becoming the victim of an
assaultif he or she bas a healthy senseof mis trust and behavesaccordingly. Thus, as Erikson states(1982: 80), "both syntonic and dystonic and both sympathic and antipathic potentials are necessaryfor human adaptation. ..."
Eachcrisis or conflict is never completely solved but appearsto be most pronounced at
the age at which it emerges.However, as in psychoanalytic theory, thesestagesoccur in a
sequential order,asimplied in Erikson's useof the principle of epigeneticdevelopment.Ego
"identity is never 'established'as an 'achievement,'" assomething static or unchangeable,
but is a "forever to-be-revised senseof realiry of the Self within social reality" (Erikson,
1968: 24, 211). Although the identiry crisis is most pronounced during adolescence,
and
gives that age its stage name, identity issuesremain a lifelong concern. A rede/inition of
one's ego-identity emergesquite commonly when majorrole changesoccur, such as when
college freshmenleavehome and haveto make their own decisions,often for the /irst time.
Other issuesthat tend to renew identity concernsare: one's /irst job, marriage, parenthood,
the death of one's parents, divorce, unemployment, serious illness, widowhood, and retirement. The ability to cope with these later identity issuesthat result from major changesin
one'scole in life may weIl depend on the degreeof successwith which one basmasteredthe
adolescentidentity crisis.
The vertical sequence in Figure 3.1, beginning with "Mutual Recognition Ys.
Autistic Isolation" and ascending until it coïncides with "Identity Ys. Identity Confusion"
in the diagonal sequence,demonstrates how eachof the four preceding stagescontributes
signi/icantly to the development of ego-identity or identiry diffusion during adolescence.
Thus, "Mutual Recognition," "Will to Be Oneself," "Anticipation of Roles," and "Task
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Identification" are secondaryoutcomes of the earlier stagesof psychosocialdevelopment
that are essentialcontributing factors to the achievementof a syntonic identity in adolescence. On the other band, failure in the earlier stagesresulting in "Autistic Isolation,"
"Self-Doubt," "Role Inhibition," and a "Senseof Futility" may contribute to a personalestrangement or identity confusion in adolescence.
The horizontal sequencein Figure 3.1 beginning with "Temporal PerspectiveYs.Time
Confusion" depicts the derivatives or earlier relative achievementsthat now become part
and parcel of the struggle for identity. Erikson notes, "It is necessaryto emphasize...
{that} ...the
early achievements must be ...renamed
in terms of the later stages.
Basic Trust, for example, is a good and a most fundamental thing to have, but its
psychosocialquality becomesmore differentiated as the ego cornesinto the possessionof
a more extensive apparatus,evenas societychallengesand guides suchextension" (Erikson,
1959: 141).
The symptoms of confusion that make up the dystonic alternative on the horizontal sequence representthe earlier failures to progressnormatif and to resolveconflicts; they becorne, therefore, part of the identity confusion issue.The experienceof rime confusion (or
simple obliviousnessto rime) during adolescence,for example, can arise out of the undifferentiated mistrust that may have occurred much earlier. Time confusion may develop in
an attitude of not trusting rime or of interpreting unnecessarydelay, lateness,or forgetting
rime for a scheduledmeeting as deceit.

THE RELATIONSHIP Of ERIKSON'S
"STAGES Of MAN" TO
ADOLESCENT IDENTITY
.Trust

versus

Mistrust

During infancy-Erikson's first stage in the human life cycle-the major developmental
crisis (that is, opportunity) is betweenbecoming a trusting or a mistrusting person.The development of trust includes becoming trustful of others and developing a senseof one'sown
trustworthiness. The necessaryhealthy experiencefor the developmentof trust is maternaI
love and care. Initially, the infant "lives through, and loves with bis mouth" (Erikson, 1968:
97). Being fed regularly doescontribute to trust. However, the infant is receptive to maternallove in many ways besiclesorally. Children learn to trust becausemother doescorne
and take care of them regularly. They ideally experienceliving in a predictable, secure
world in which their basic needsare consistently satisfied.This emerging senseof trust facilitates aIl subsequentdevelopment. Later, as motor skiIls developand children are given
freedom to explore their environment, they also learn to trust themselvesand their own
bodies, especially as they begin to control body movements such as grasping, holding,
reaching,and later, crawling, standing, and walking.
The mistrust of rime and lime confusion
that Erikson seesas "more or less typical for ail
adolescentsat one stage or another" (Erikson, 1968: 182)grows out of unhealthy experiencesat this early stage and tends to be related to the regularity of the cycle in which the
infant's basic needsare satisfied. Repeated delay or irregularity in essentialbody satisfac-
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rions results in mistrust of rime. ln addition, Erikson maintains that adolescentsmay challenge the senseof rime that was establishedduring the earlier stages.
The conviction that emergesfrom this receptivestate is, "1am what 1 am given," and it
is an incorporative stage.The healthy syntonic outcome is the ability to trust others and to
trust oneself,and thug, to havehope. Fowler's theory of faith development(seeChapter 13)
draws on theseearlierforms of trust and hopeasthe early,essentijllcomponentsof faith. Late
in the life cycle, the capacityto experiencefaith, "the last possible form of hope" (Erikson,
1982: 62), is basedon positive experienceinthis earlystage.This clearlydemonstratesErikson's perception that all stagesare related and that early experienceshave definite consequenceslater in life. The trusting infant bas developedthe first requisite for later developing confidence,optimism, and finally, a feeling of security. The trusting infant cornesto
recognizethe self in the mother's reaction to it, ber smile, ber face,ber eyes,ber acknowledgementof the child, and ber ministrations. Mutual recognition
and mutIlai trustworthiness
are
the earliestand most undifferentiated experiencesof what wililater becomea senseof identity. No one can get an identity aIl by oneself.Even in adolescents,identity is neveran individual achievement,but an outgrowth of mutual recognition; and just as for the infant, identity grows by being acknowledgedand appreciated by others. This notion of "psychosocial
reciprocity" as implied in the words mutIlai recognition
and mutIlai trustworthiness
pervades
Erikson's thinking and highlights the importance of socialrelationships in development.
The dystonic outcome is mistrust of others and/or mistrust of oneself.Lack of trust in
infancy may find expressionin statementsof self-debasementand may contribuœ to identity confusion in adolescence.Absenceof experiencesleading to the deve~opmentof trust
in early childhood may impair the "capacity to feel identical" with others during adolescence(Erikson 1968: 105). Autistic isolationin infancy is the earliest contribution to identiry diffusion in adolescence(Figure 3.1).

.Autonomy

versus Shame and Doubt

The issue at the secondstage in the human life cycle is betweenbecoming an autonomous,
creative individual or a dependent,inhibited, and shamefulindividual filled with self-doubt.
The stage falls approximately betweenthe ages of 18 months and 3~ years.During this
stage, children, although grill dependent on others in many ways, begin to experiencean
autonomy of free choice. They now develop motor ability and the intellectual capacity to
experiencethemselvesas entities in their own right. They realize that they are different
from father and mother. This newly gained senseof autonomy is often used in an exaggerated fashion, which canlead to socialconflicts. The barde for autonomy may show in stubborn refusaI, temper tantrums, and the "yes-no" syndrome. An important task is to begin
the mastery of self-control; particularly important in this processis the control of body
waste products. Toilet training means"holding on and letting go" when the child wishes,
representing highly autonomous activities over which nobody else bas control. The child
can-and at rimes does-retain body waste eventhough the caretakermay want him or ber
to let go. On the other band, the child can releasethem even though the parents wish him
or ber to hold back. However, with proper training, the child can developa feeling of mastery for a job weIl cloneand a senseof autonomy of choice in regard to toilet training, but
also in a much more generalsenseof making bis or ber own decisions.

1
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The conviction that emetgesduring this stage is "1 am what 1 will be," reflecting the
child's new senseof autonomy. The syntonic attributes that are commonly gained during
this stageare pride, contrai, self-assurance,autonomy, self-certainty,
and thewill to beoneself
The development of a rudimentaryform of the will to be oneself
during the autonomy stage
later becomesan essentialprerequisite for the developmentof a mature ego-identity during adolescence:"There are clinical reasonsto believe that the adolescentturning awayfrom
the whole childhood milieu in many ways repeatsthis first emancipation" (Erikson, 1968:
114). The autonomousattributes gained during this period contribute to the formation of
an identity during adolescence,
leading to the conviction: "1am an independentpersanwho
canchoosefreely and who canguide my own developmentana my own future." Obviously,
sucha conviction enhancesfurther development.
The dystonic outcome at this stageis shame,self-doubt,
dependency,self-conscioJfsness,
and
a meekcomplianceresulting from tao many restrictions, unfair punishment, and the parents'
inability to cape with the budding-and at rimes frustrating-autonomy of their young
chiId. The identity crisis of adolescencerevivesand grows out of these eatlier unresolvedautonomy issues.Since autonomy is one of the essentialingredients for the development of
identity, the battle for autonomy becomesmore and more an important issue in the adolescent's struggle for independencefrom the family; it functions also asa recapitulation of earlier attempts at self-determination. This involves two problems. Adolescentsmay becomeso
self-consciousand lacking in autonomy that they are afraid of being seenin an exposedand
vulnerable situation. They may question their self-worth and the reliability of the whole experienceof their childhood, and therefore,be unable to form an appropriate identity. On the
other band,entering adolescencewith tao much of their immature autonomy grill unresolved
may contribute to brashand shamelessdefianceof parents, teachers,and other authorities.

.Initiative

versus Guilt

The psychosocialconflict in the third stageof life is the developmentof a senseof initiative
verjUSa sense
of guilt. A conflict arises now between an aggressiveintrusion into the wotld
by way of activity, curiosity, and exploration or an immobilization by fear and guilt. The
child from about 3Y2to 6 yearsof age normally showsa great deal of exuberance,a feeling
of power, curiosity, a high level of activity and surplus energy. ln play activities, the child
moves around much more freely and more aggressivelyand developsan increasingly latger
radius of operations. ln the processof developing initiative, goal setting emergesand activities become increasingly guided by a purpose. This is also the stageduring which language develops rapidly. Early in this stage, the child asks an endless number of "what"
questions. Thesequestionsare basicallyleatning tools since new words, concepts,and a basic understanding is acquired in this fashion. ln addition, one can observeaggressivemanipulation of abjects, especiallytors. The chiId takes things apart to seewhat is inside, not
necessarilybecauseof destructive tendencies,but out of curiosity. However, if this curiosity is interpreted as destructiveness,if the child is punished and made to feel guilty, initiative may wane. Children will also explore and manipulate theirown bodiesas weIl as those
of friends, and this exploratory behaviordoesinvolve curiosity about sexorgans. Socialcriticism and punishment may foster the developmentof guilt feelings in regard to sexualexploration. The aggressivebehavior,including exploration of the bodies of other peopl!",is
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accompaniedby a rudimentary form of cooperationwith others in play activities and games.
During this stage of development, gender differencesoriginate becauseof the cole that
anatomypiafs in oedipal and Electra conflicts. Like Freud before him, Erikson focusedmore
on male developmentand does not sufficiently differentiate betweenthe genders;this paragraph and the one that follows revealthis bias.
The conviction that emergesfrom this intrusive mode is, "1 am what 1 can imagine 1
will be." The intrusive (male-biased)mode is characterizedby a variety of thoughts, fantasies,and behaviors: "(1) the intrusion into spaceby vigorous locomotion; (2) the intrusion
into the unknown by consuming curiosity; (3) the intrusion into other people'sears and
mincis by the aggressivevoice; (4) the intrusion upon or into other bodies by physical attacks, and (5) and often most frighteningly, the thought of the phallus intruding into the
female body" (Erikson, 1968: 116).
If the crisis of this stage is mastered successfully,a senseof purpose and initiative
emergesthat will, later in adolescence,
becomethe basis for curiosity, ambition, and experimentationwith different roles,just as the child's play activities often reflect an anticipationof
differentroles.The sexualself-image and the differentiation between what Erikson refers to
as masculine-making and feminine-catching initiative become important prerequisites for
the sexual identity crisis or exploration during adolescence.'the ability to take the initiative contributes to the developmentof an identity in adolescencesince it fostersthe anticipation of what one might becomeand one'sfuture cole in life by "freeing the child's initiative and senseof purpose for adult tasks which promise a fulfillment of one's range of
capacities" (Erikson, 1968: 122). The issue of the "intrusive" and "inclusive" mode is implied in the protruding male structures and the enclosedfemale structures graphically represented in preadolescents'play constructions which Erikson researched.(SeeFigures 4.2
and 4.3 in Chapter 4.)
A dystonic outcome is likely if parents restrain, resist,and punish the newly developing initiative too much, for example, by making the child feel guilty for taking tors apart
or exploring bis own or someoneelse'sbody. If the child's exploration and initiative encounter severereprimand and punishment, the result may be a more permanent immobilization by guilt, inhibition by fear, role inhibition, role fixation, and over-dependenceon
adults. Since theseattributes interfere with identity formation during adolescence,
a negative outcome at this stagewould contribute to the emergenceof identity diffusion in adolescence(Figure 3.1).
.Industry

versus

Inferiority

The task at the fourth stageis the developmentof a sense
of industryverjUS
theemergence
offeelings ofinferiority. Erikson partir adopted Freud'sidea of the Oedipus complex followed by a
period of sexuallatency. Unable to marry bis mother, the boy must learn to becomea potential provider so that he eventually will becomea husbandwho bas bis own sexualpartnef. Therefore, this period between school entry and puberty becomesa period of learning
and mastering the more basic skiIls needed in society. Children now acquire much fundamental knowledge and evenmore important, they learn to take pride in their work and acquire an attitude to do weIl in their work. This period is therefore describedas theapprenticeship oflile. ln ail known cultural groups, children receive instruction during this time,
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although not necessarilythe kind of formaI schooling provided in Western societies.The
child must learn to win approval, recognition, and a feeling of successby producing things
and doing the job weIl. An important componentof becoming industrious is the "positive
identification with those who know things and know how to do things" (Erikson, 1968:
125). The free play of the earlier period now becomessubordinated to mIes and regulations
and more stmctured activities. The child must learn to follow and respectmIes and to becornecommitted to the ideasof cooperation in team effort and fair play. Through team activities, games,and cooperative play, the child learns to anticipate the behavior,cales,and
feelings of others. The developmentalsignificanceof role-taking receivesfurther emphasis
in the theories of Selman(Chapter Il) and Bronfenbrenner(Chapter 15).
The conviction that emergesduring this apprenticeshipis: "1 am what 1 willlearn" or
evenmore production-oriented: "1 am what 1 can learn to make work." If the sense
of industry is established successfully,the child will need and want accomplishmentsand strive for
completion of tasks and for recognition of work weIl clone.The child will developa sense
of dut y, a feeling for workmanship and work participation, and an attitude of wanting to
do weIl that is basedon industriousnessand a desire for success.The contribution that this
stagemakes to identity formation is "the capacity to learn how to be, with skill, what one
is in the processof becoming" (Erikson, 1968: 180), that is, an identificationofthetaskahead
and a willingness to learn and master it (Figure 3.1), a feeling of competence.
If the child fails in the task to acquire a feeling of successand a desire for recognition
for work weIl clone,there will be a lack of industriousnessand a feeling of usefulness.Such
children may not developthe feeling of enjoyment and of pride for good work. On the contrary, they may be plagued by feelings of inadequacyand inferiority and may becomeconvinced that they will never amount to much. As a result, there is work paralysisand a sense
of futility that will most likely contribute to ego diffusion in the next stage.

.Identity versos Identity Confusion
Adolescencebas beencharacterizedby Erikson (1950) as the period in the human life cycle
during which the individual must establisha sense
of personalidentityand avoid the dangers
of rotediffusionand identityconfusion.Identity achievementimplies that the individ,ual assesses
strengths and weaknesses
and determines how he or shewants to deal with them. The
adolescentmust find an answerto the identity questions: "Where did 1 cornefrom?" "Who
am I?" "What do 1 want to become?"Identity, or a senseof samenessand continuity, must
be searchedfor. Identity is not readily given to the individual by society,nor does it appear
as a maturational phenomenonwhen the time cornes,as do secondarysexcharacteristics.
Identity must be acquired through sustained individual effort. Unwillingness to work actively on one's identity formation carries with it the dangerof cole diffusion, which may resuIt in alienation and a senseof isolation and confusion.
The search for an identity involves the establishment of a meaningfu1 self-concept
in which past, present, and future are brought together to form a unified whole.
Consequently,the task is more difficult in a historical period in which the anchorageof
family and community tradition bas been lost and the future is unpredictable. ln a period
of rapid social change, the aIder generation is no longer able to provide adequate cole
models for the younger generation. Mead (1970) describesin detail the changing relation-
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ship of adolescentsto parents as societiesmove from post- to co- and prefigurative cultures
(seeChapter 6). Keniston (1965) bas evensuggestedthat in a rapidly changing society,the
searchfor an identity is replacing the socialization process,since the latter implies that
there actually exist stable, uniform, socially defined calesand valuesinto which the adolescent can be guided.
The aider generation no longer provides effective cole models to the younger generation in the processof searching for a personalidentity. If the eIdersdo provide them, adolescentsmay either reject them as personally inappropriate, or follow them-in what will
later be discussedasa "foreclosedfashion"-that is, seeking to fulfill their parents'aspirations for them, without appreciating the searchfor an identity as a personalopportunity.
Thus, the importance of the peer group in helping the individual to answerthe identity
question, "Who am I?" cannot be emphasizedenough. The answerto this questiondepends
on social feedbackfrom others who provide the adolescentwith their perception and their
evaluation of him or ber. Identity is based on psychosocialreciprocity. Therefore, adolescents "are sometimesmorbidly, often curiously,preoccupiedwith what they appearto be in
the eyesof others as compared with what they feel they are and with the question of how
to connect to earljer cultivated calesand skills with the ideal prototype of the clay"(Erikson, 1959: 89). Adolescents' preoccupation with the thinking of others is the basis of
Elkind's (1967) theory of egocentrism.
Since an identity can be found only in interaction with significant others, a process
Erikson refers to as psychosocialreciprocity, the adolescentoften goes through a period of
a great need for peer group recognition and almost compulsive peer group involvement.
Conforming to the expectations of peers helps adolescentsfind out how certain cales fit
them, but peer group conformity can also createa new kind of dependency,so that the individual acceptsthe values of others tao easily without really addressingthe identity issue
ofhow weIl they do fit him or ber. The peer group, the clique, and the gang, eventhe lover,
aid the individual in the searchfor a personalidentity since they provide bath a cole model
and very personal social feedback.The seemingly endlesstelephone conversationsduring
adolescenceand later, the bull sessionin college, canservegenuine psychologicalpurposes
by providing this kind of personalinformation. As long as the adolescentdependson cole
models and feedback,the in-group feeling that the peer group provides will remain quite
strong. AIso, behaviors of conformity to the expectations of the peer group reflect the
learned skill of not making oneself an easy target of "catty remarks" or to avoid being
"mocked out." The ensuing clannishnessand intolerance of "differences"-including petty
aspectsof language, gesture, hair style, and dress-are explained by Erikson as the "necessacydefenses"againstthe dangersof self-diffusion that remain prevalent aslong asthe identity bas not yet beenachieved. Particularly during the time when the body image changes
so rapidly, when genital maturation stimulates sexualfantasies,and when intimacy with the
opposite sexappearsasa possibility with simultaneouslypositive and negative valences,the
adolescentrelies on peers for advice, comfort, companionship,and usespeersas a personal
sounding board. Eventually, adolescentsmust free themselvesfrom this newdependencyon
peers-which bas just replaced their dependencyon parents-in order to find themselves,
that is, to attain a mature identity. Such an identity, once found, gives the young adult "a
senseof 'knowing where one is going' and an inner assuredness
of anticipated recognition
from those who count" (Erikson, 1959: 118).
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Pubescence,according to Erikson, is characterized by the rapidity of body growth,
genital maturity, and sexualawareness.Becausethese changesare qualitatively quite different from those experiencedduring childhood, an element of discontinuity from previous
development may emergeduring early adolescence.Youth is not only confronted with an
internaI "physiological revolution" that interferes with the easy establishment of a new
body image, but also confronted with a "psychologicalcrisis" that revolvesaround issuesof
identity and self-definition. Erikson maintains today that the study of identity bas become
more important than was the study of sexuality in Freud's rime. For the searching adolescent, identity-the establishment and reestablishmentof samenesswith previous experiencesand a consciousattempt to make the future a part of one'spersonallife plan-seems
to be subordinated to sexuality.Adolescentsmust establishego-identity and learn to accept
body changesas weIl as newlibidinal feelings. Identity exploration dependsat least in part
on these psychophysiologicalfactors. If ego-identity is not satisfactorily establishedduring
adolescence,there is the danger that cole diffusion will inhibit further healthy ego develarment: "Where this is basedon a strong doubt asto one's sexualidentity, delinquent and
outright psychotic incidents are not uncommon" (Erikson, 1950: 228). Erikson believes
that those youth who areattracted to delinquent behaviorhavea poorly formed senseof persallal identity and low self-esteem;they doubt their occupational skiIls and are unable to
resolve core psychological tasks or to carty deficits from the previous psychosocialstages.
Many of the socialand behavioralproblems adolescentsencounter(substanceabuse,acting
out behavior,suicide or suicide attempts, eating disorders,teenagepregnancy,dropping out
of school, etc.) can be viewed as refiecting earlier difficulties with mistrust, shame and
doubt, guilt, and/or inferiority feelings. The successfulway of coping with the challenges
of adolescence(academic mastety, dating, individuation, renegotiating relationships with
parents,wholesomehealth habits, etc.) aIl seemto build on earlier experiencesof trust, autonomy, initiative, and industriousness.
Falling in love, a common occurrenceat this age,is seenby Erikson not so much as a
meansof satisfying sexual needs,as it might be at a later age, but as an attempt to project
and test one'sown diffused and still undifferentiated ego through the eyesof a beloved.The
various love affairs through which an adolescentpassesmay thus contribute to the develarment of an identity. The personalfeedbackthat is mutually shared in a love relationship
aids the individual in defining and revising bis or ber own self-definition and encourages
him or ber to clarify and to refiect on a personaldefinition of the ego. Thus, the numerous
crushesand infatuations, not at ail uncommon at the high schooland eventhe college level,
servea genuine developmentalpurpose: "That is why many a youth would rather converse,
and sertie matters of mutual identification, than embrace" (Erikson, 1950: 228).
Of great concernfor many adolescentsis the issueof developing a vocational identity,
and during the initial attempts someunrealistic choicesbasedon cole diffusion are not uncommon. The problem, identified through empirical investigations, is that early and even
middle adolescentshold highly glamorized, idealized,and often unrealistic conceptionsof
the vocational calesthey dreamabout. Furthermore, goal aspirations are often much higher
than warranted by the individual's perseverance,skililevel, and ability. Frequently,the adolescentis attracted to vocationalgoals that are attainable by only a vety few: models, actors,
actresses,rock musicians, athletic champions, car racers, astronauts, and other socially
glamorized "heroes." ln the process,the adolescentsoveridentify with and idolize their
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models and heroesto the extent that they forsake their own identity to imitate the heroes.
At this point, youth rarely identify with their parents; on the contrary, they often rebel
against parental contrai, value systems,and intrusions into their private life. This is a necessarypart of growing up, since youths must separatetheir own identity from that of their
family and develop autonomy in order to attaint maturity. Erikson (1982) notes that the
particular strength of early adolescentsis fidelity, which connectsback to infantile trust and
reachesforward to mature faith. Erikson seesfidelity as a virtue that can becomea dimension of adolescentego strength, the searchfor something and somebodyto be true ta. Fidelity can only emerge through the interplay of social experiencesin the individual's development. Fidelity is the capacity to sustain freely given loyalties even when confronted
with inevitable contradictions betweenone's own and other people'svalue system. Fidelity
defines what we are faithful ta, what we identify with, and what, in turn, we are identified
by. Fidelity raisesand answersimportant questions: "What is so important in my life that
1 am willing to commit to it?" What matters so much, that 1 plèdge my faithfulness to it?"
"What project is so crucial that 1 identify with it, and pledge my fidelity to live it, to seek
it with integrity?" "What (and whom) shall 1 be faithful to?" (Lapsley,personalcommunication). According to Erikson (1965), fidelity must find its ascendancy
during the period of
identity formation and is a "strength inherent in the age of youth"; it is part of the human
equipment that evolved through man's socialand evolutionary history. Fidelity is essential
for autonomousbehavior.
The adolescent'ssearchfor a personalidentity also includes the formation of a personal
ideology or a philosophy of life that will give the individual a frame of referencefor evaluating events. Sucha perspectiveaids in making choicesand guiding behavior,and in this
sensea personal identity based on a philosophy of life may greatly influence the value orientation of the individual. ln a society suchas ours, where many different ideologies compete for followers and new ideologies emerge constantly,the formation of a personalideology that bas bath consistencyand conviction is made increasinglydifficult. While it is easy
to adopt a ready-madeexisting ideology, sucha philosophy is often lessflexible and lesseffective than a personally developedone. The adopted ideology rarely becomesfully integrated into the personality and can, therefore,lead to foreclosurein identity development.
A syntonic or positive outcome of the identity crisis depends on the young person's
willingness to accept bis or ber own past and establish continuity with previous experiences.To complete the searchfor an identity, the adolescentmust find an answerto the
question "Who am I?" and must also establishsome orientation toward the future and corne
to terms with the questions,"Where am 1 going?" and "Who am 1 to become?"The adolescent must develop a commitment to a system of values-religious beliefs, vocational
goals,a philosophy of life-and acceptbis or ber sexuality. Only through the development
of these essential components of an ego-identity can intimacy of sexualand affectionate
love, deep friendship, and personalself-abandonwithout fearof losing ego-identity emerge
and thus make possible the developmentaladvanceto the next stage in the human life cycle: intimacyversusisolation.The intimacy stage bas beenexplored in considerabledetail by
Orlofsky (1975) and Orlofsky, Marcia, and Lesser(1973).
The adolescentwho fails in the searchfor an identity will experienceself-doubt, cole
diffusion, and coleconfusion; suchan individual may indulge in a self-destructiveone-sided
preoccupation or activity. He or she will continue to be morbidly preoccupied with the
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opinion of others or may turn to the other extreme of no longer caring what others think
and withdraw or turn to drugs or alcohol in order to relieve the anxiety that cole diffusion
creates.Ego diffusion and personal confusion, when they become permanent, can be observed in the chronic delinquent and in pathological personality disorganization. IIi its
most severeform, the clinical picture of identity diffusion may lead to suicide or suicide attempts: "Many a lare adolescent,if faced with continuing diffusion, would rather be nobody
or somebodybad, or indeed, dead ...than be not-quite-somebody" (Erikson, 1959: 132).
The increaseof suicide attempts among adolescentsin the last decadesis weIl docurnented
and appearsto parallel the widely reported increasein identity diffusion.

.Intimacy versos Isolation
Once a personal identity bas been achieved,the need for personal intimacy movesinto the
foreground of the psychosocialdevelopmentof the young adult. The cçonflictat this higher
levelof developmentis betweenfinding intimacyor isolationin interpersonalrelationships. At
this stage,peergroup conformity baslost much of its earlierimportance.The peergroup may
aid the young persanin finding an identity and may evenbe helpful in making contactswith
the opposite sex. However, intimacy is a personalmarrer and involves the establishmentof
, emotional closenessto other people as a basis for enduring relationships. Physicalcloseness
and sexualand affectional intimacy are only part of the issue. A basic theoretical insight
emergesfrom the sequentialorder of Erikson's stages:the prerequisite for genuine and lasting intimacy is the achievementof an ego-identity, since intimacy implies the fusion of the
identities of two people. At least in the typical male pattern, an ego-identity must be established before the possibility of marriage can be realistically considered.Erikson (1959: 95)
holds that "only after a reasonablesenseof identity bas beenestablished that real intimacy
with the other sex (or for that marrer, with any other persan ...) is possible." Subsequent
researchbas shawn that at leastsomefemaleswork on identity and intimacy issuessimultaneously.(Theory and researchrelated to this issuewill be discussedin Chapter 4.) Generally
speaking,one must first find an answerto the question, "Who am I?" beforeone canfind a
partner to becomecomplementaryto this "1." As long asthe "1" remàinsundefined or is grill
forming, the selection of a permanent partner appearsfutile: "The giving -of oneself to
another,which is the mark of true intimacy, cannot occur until one basa self to give" (Constantinople, 1969: 359). If marriage is begunbeforeone or bath partnershaveestablishedan
identity, the chancesfor a happy,lasting marriage are low.
The conviction that emergesduring the intimacy stageis: "We are what we love." The
useof the plural pronoun "we" rather than the singular "1" is a significant reflection of the
mutuality of the relationship. The syntonic outcome of this stage is intimacy, including
sexualintimacy, genuine friendship, stable love, and lasting marriage. The dystonic outcorneis isolation and loneliness,and, if intimacy is not basedon a permanent identity, divorceand separationmay result. Young adults who grill haveuncertainties in their identity
will shy away from interpersonal relationships or may seekpromiscuity without intimacy,
sex without love, or relationships without emotional stability. As a counterpoint to intimacy,detachment and distancing in interpersonal relationships may emerge,that is, "the
readinessto repudiate, isolate, and, if necessary,destroy those forces and people whose
essenceseemsdangerousto one'sown" (Erikson, 1968: 136).
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.Generativity

versos Stagnation

The developmental polarity of adulthood is the achievementof generativity;the dystonic
possibility is stagnation.This stage encompasses
the productive yeats of the human life cycle, and generativity is the driving force in human behavior. Generativity is a productive
creativity in terms of vocational and professionalcontributions to society.Marriage, giving
birth to children and guiding their growth are suchcreative,productive activities. The successfulresolution of the conflict implies that the mature persanwants to be useful and productive, wants to be needed. ln this stage,a new virtue, that of "care," emergesfrom the
dialectical relationship of generativity versusstagnation. Erikson (1982: 67) seesthis as "a
widening commitment to take care of the persans,the products, and the ideas one bas
learned to care for." The generative caring may find healthy expressionwith "a more universal care concerned with a qualitative improvement in the lives of aIl children" (p. 68),
for exarnple,of those in developing countries. ln addition, it finds expressionthrough one's
contributions to family, work, and community. The conviction that emergesis: "1 am what
1 create," or "1 am what 1 canproduce." The giving of oneselfto another persan, an ideal,
or one's work leads to an expansionof ego interests. If failure should occur at this stage,
there would be no further development. Stagnationwould be the outcome. Stagnationimplies a routine repetition in vocational activities and stereotypical repetition in social relationships. The individual becomes egotistical, self-absorbed,and self-indulgent and, in
turn, expectsto be indulged. Stagnationmeans that "individuals, then, often begin to indulge themselvesas if they were their own ...one and only child" (Erikson, 1968: 138).

.Integrity

versos Despalr

The last stage of the human life cycle encompasses
old age and retirement from the productive yeatsof life. The developmental task of this stageis betweenthe achievementof ego
integrityand its antithesis, disgustand despait:The conflict here is betweencombining, integrating, and appreciating all previous life experiencesor becoming bitter, resentful, and
negative. The successfulresolution of the sevenpreceding stagesculminates in integrity.
The conviction that emergesis: "1 am what survivesof me." The syntonic outcome at this
last stageof life is an acceptanceof one'sself and one'slife without bitternessand regret and
coming to terms with the approaching finality of life. Ideally, there is independence,autonomy, and maturity rather than a regressionto childlike dependency.Erikson (1982: 62)
defines wisdom as the "informed and detached concernwith life itself in the face of death
itself." Ego integrity is basedon self-discipline and results in the wisdom that cangive old
age its positive or syntonic quality.
The negative or dystonic outcome, on the other band, is confusion, helplessness,and
a feeling that one's life was wasted, of being finished. What results is a basic discontentment with one's life, one's self, and others. There is fear of death and a regressionto
childhood dependencythat characterizesthe disintegration of old age,resulting in disgust
and despair.
The question inevitably arises,does an individual haveto acquire all of the syntonic or
positive qualities of the preceding stagesin order to move successfullyto the next higher
stage and eventually achievethe integrity that is the final and crowning experienceof the
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human life cycle?If this were sa, most people would be doomed to "despair." Not only
can Erikson-type therapy help in reconstructing missedopportunities and aid the individual to acquire syntonic outcomeslacer,but psychosocialexperiencesmay servethe samecorrective function. Most people experiencebath syntonic and dystonic challengesand work
on bath, qui te commonly past the cime where cher constitute the pivotaI developmentalissueschatgives eachof the eight stagesits name.As waspointed out in the early part of this
chapter,most important to consideris chat bath syntonic and dystonic opportunities are essential for development. Autonomy, the will to be oneselfand to contrai oneselfcoïncide
with the physical readinessfor bowel and bladder contrai and hence, most social groups
emphasizetoilet training during the secondstage. Entering schooland being required to
produce work, the issue of industry cannot be avoided. Approaching sexualmaturity, the
issue of intimacy becomesparamount. Entering adulthood; the social expectation of becoming self-supporting brings to the foreground the issueof productivity and generativity.
Thus, there appearsto be a good fit betweenepigenetic potential and socialdemands chat
make Erikson's stagesplausible. However, new socialdemandsmay createa crisis and a developmental opportunity, and Kroger (1993) hypothesizes-and provides case-study-type
evidence-that personal crisis (which bas to be resolved)facilitates the transition from one
stageto the next higher stage. The adolescentidentity crisis emergeswhen the individual
is confronted with fundamental cole changes,most globally the change from childhood to
adulthood; also from dependenceon parents to emotional independence,there are the social expectationsto define one's future, one's gender cole,and one'ssexuality.According to
Erikson (1965: 23), during adolescencethe life history of the individual youth and the
cognitive awarenessof personal past and future plans interact and intersect with social
history. Therefore, "individuals are confirmed in their identities, societiesregeneratedin
their life style."
Another issue is, when and and why do individuals move from one stage to the next
higher one?(And why doesthe identity crisis emergeduring adolescence?)
Erikson devotes
considerablespaceto a description of the stages,but is much lessspecific in identifying the
nature of these structural transitions. The epigenic ground plan suggestschat maturational,
biological forces propel the organism toward the development of more mature physical,
cognitive, social, and emotional potential. Social expectation,child-rearing practices,and
education generally speaking match these latent potentials.
Erikson bas continued to expand and modify bis theory, responding to criticism and
clarifying issueswhere he seemsto have beenmisunderstood. ln addition, bis theories have
generated bath considerabletheoretical expansionand remarkable support from empirical
research.However, Erikson himself never fully endorsedthe researchefforts, operationalizing and measurementattempts chat claim to have beenstimulated by bis theory. He felt
chat the existing researchmethodologies were unable to really capture the full complexity
of bis constructs. Theseattempts to submit Erikson's theory to empirical tests beganwith
JamesMarcia's (1966) efforts to refine the identity issueby postulating four distinct idencity statuses.AIso, Orlofsky's (1975) work, which broadened,subdivided, and refined the
laceadolescent/earlyadult intimacy issues(intimate, pre-intimate, stereotypedrelationship,
pseudo-intimate, isolate),basoffered a newperspectiveof different levels of intimacy. Some
of theseexpansionsof Erikson's theory on contemporarythinking will becomethe focus in
the following chapter.

